
 
 
 
 
 
This grid contains ideas for your child to complete at home over this half term relating to the learning that will be happening in school. We have included a variety of subjects 
and tried to cater for a range of challenge – challenge level 3 activities will require more time, support and resources than the others! For year 4, the expectation is that a 
minimum of 4 activities are completed. These can be brought into school during the week of 23rd May –27th May and teachers will then make time to share and celebrate the 
work and the learning completed at home before then end of term. 
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History: Research and write a list of famous pharaohs 
from Ancient Egypt. 

Science: Make a list of all the objects in your house  
that use electricity and explain what the  
electricity makes the object do (E.g. TV – 
Emits sound, light) 

Computing: Read Practice using different formatting 
tools, such as font, size, bold, italic and underline. 
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Music: Do you know what a haiku is? Can you find 
out? Try to write and perform your own haiku to a 
piece of music.  

French: Explore the French word for each family 
member. E.g. brother, sister, mother, father. Could 
you make a family tree in French?  

PE: Design a Rounders bat to represent Wellington 
Lions/Eagles. Think about the colours which represent 
the school and images that could be included on the 
bat. 
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Art: Explore different ways that you can create a 
stamp. Use the stamps you make to create a picture. 
You might make the stamps from playdough, 
cardboard, form or potato. 

 Science: Investigate who invented electricity and 
create a fact file about them. This could be presented 
in any way you desire. 

History: Create a model of a Sarcophagus. You could 
use junk model material, paper machete, clay or 
paper. Be creative! 
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